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Covid-19 mass testing programmes
Should be modelled on successful screening programmes
Angela E Raffle, 1 Allyson M Pollock, 2 Louisa Harding-Edgar3
Mass testing programmes for covid-19 should be
drawing on the UK’s considerable track record in
delivering high quality screening programmes for
communicable and non-communicable disease.1 -4
Testing of people with no signs or symptoms has
important differences from testing that aims to reach
a diagnosis when someone has sought help for a
problem. In diagnostic testing, the clinician-patient
relationship usually affords a degree of judgment
and safety. The clinician knows the person, gives
explanation and advice, explains the limitations of
tests, and obtains implicit or explicit consent.
For tests performed outside this context—such as
screening, surveillance, or case finding—these
safeguards are missing and the pitfalls are numerous.
The aim is risk reduction, with a constant need to
balance benefit, harm, and affordability. The common
feature is the offer or mandate of tests for a
population or group.5 Uses are numerous and include
epidemiological research, communicable disease
control, protection of others (such as criminal record
checks for workers), commercial gain (such as
direct-to-consumer genetic tests), and reducing health
risks as in the 11 national screening programmes
(antenatal, newborn, young person, and adult
screening) offered in the UK, including screening
pregnant women for HIV, hepatitis B, and syphilis.

Clear case definition
Mass testing for covid-19 aims to find people with
active infection who are asymptomatic or
presymptomatic so that quarantine, and rapid finding
and testing of close contacts, can interrupt spread.6 7
Such an approach needs speed and clarity on what
constitutes a case. Cases are currently defined as
someone in whom polymerase chain reaction testing
detects viral RNA, whether active or not. This, and
open access testing for anyone who self-refers, mean
that “cases” inevitably include people with past
infections and those with active infection who are
identified too late to make much difference to onward
transmission.
A good test in a diagnostic setting can be less good
when used for screening. A given test, with a defined
cut-off has a constant sensitivity (how accurately it
identifies cases) and specificity (how accurately it
identifies non-cases). However, the predictive values
(what proportion of people with positive test results
genuinely have active infection, what proportion of
people with negative results are genuinely free from
active infection) are influenced by the prevalence of
active infection in the group being tested. All mass
testing produces false alarms and missed cases.8
Testing by unskilled staff, self-testing, and variable
quality of testing kits9 compound the inaccuracies.
The predictive values of a programme of testing,
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relating to ability to identify active infections in actual
practice, are distinct from laboratory measures of test
quality. These “field” predictive values need to be
quantified and clearly explained.

Strong systems
A key lesson from screening is that the entire system
must be well coordinated, have quality assurance
built in for each element, and be backed by the right
information technology. Without a good system the
benefits are unlikely to be realised, and the main
outcomes will be harms from unwarranted
intervention, confusion, mistrust, and diversion of
laboratory and other resources away from more
beneficial activities. The system must ensure that
testing is accessible, trusted, and tailored to all
sections of society (especially ethnic minority groups
and those at disadvantage)—otherwise those who
most need testing will not be reached. Local primary
care and public health teams must be involved in
supporting participants, ensuring that test results
are understood and can be acted on.
Data for the programme need careful analysis and
presentation. For covid-19, this means—at the very
least—separating diagnostic tests from screening
tests, recording clearly the indications for testing
(such as employment, contacts of known case,
community versus institutional residence), and using
area based denominators. If denominators are
ignored, apparent spikes in cases caused by
ascertainment bias could trigger unhelpful
lockdowns.
Ethical standards require that participants be
informed about the purpose, limitations, and
uncertainties, whether testing is an offer or is
mandatory, and how their data will be used.10
Information about SARS-CoV-2 from epidemiological
research is essential, but boundaries between
research and service provision should not be blurred.
In the early 20th century, collection of
epidemiological data was a hidden driving force
behind poorly evidenced screening and led to lasting
confusion about the purpose and value of testing well
people.4
Mass testing for covid-19 is a vast undertaking. It
needs clear purpose and policy based on best
available evidence, uniform case definitions, and
consistent testing standards nationwide. It needs
clarity about who is eligible for testing and who is
responsible for communicating, interpreting, and
acting on test results. Systematic coordinated delivery
using the experience, community connections, and
knowledge of local primary care, public health, and
laboratory services is essential.11 To be effective,
testing needs to be accessible even to the most
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disadvantaged people in society, and those tested need to receive
support, information, and advice from experienced practitioners.
Otherwise the system will be chaotic, wasteful, ineffective, and
harmful.
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